The Eastern Fujian dialect is an old dialect. Historic and cultural information that has been stored in the dialect is vanishing with age and population movement. Language is a special cultural phenomenon, for we can rebuild the essentials in the culture in revision and link theoretical approach to witness a tendence in the development of that language.
[p‫44כ‬a41]),they called others" parents or brothers are the people four, begs for food five", so we know the fact that offers sacrifice to the kitchen god in the twelfth lunar month, people should differentiate the time according to the status, all must divide the rank including some folk customs, so that we can make a conclusion that obvious high and low rank distinctive.
There were not so many official members in the Eastern Fujian during the feudal period, it was far away the political power center, therefore the local people got known that facts about those person in power's vivid were from the neighbor lane, the southern opera, the ballad .Then, like this had the authority supreme applying opera makeup image, these glossary mostly table reveres righteousness, with positive factor, like "emperor" is often taken the supreme pronoun:
Someone dares to spend the money that belongs to emperor. It has formed two-pole semantics with rank bright.
Therefore the saying in Eastern Fujian dialect also appeared the semantic two-pole together, this is the order structure which has been affected by ethics rank idea, its sequence is the table reveres justice the glossary in front, the inferior righteousness in after; There is a hanger-on non-commoner person in the house of prime minister. 
The appellation of relatives
The eastern Fujian was strongly influenced by the traditional concept and inaccessible environment rather than the non-native population and the thought in the long history, therefore there is still a more complete family ethics idea in local area, we can find those words and expressions in the dialect which has differentiates strictly the ties of relationship ,as follows: 
(Of a different surname)
grandfather( 外公[ŋie44oeŋ44]), grandmother( 外婆 [ŋie44b‫,)]12כ‬grand aunt, uncle (舅[kou332]), aunt (妗， [kεŋ332]),sister"s son( 外甥[ŋuoi44sεŋ44]),niece( 外甥 女[ŋuoi44sεŋ44ny41]sisters" daughter), grandson(外孙 [ŋuoi44sεŋ44]),granddaughter( 外孙女[ŋuoi44sεŋ44 ny41]).
Pro-marriage
The grandfather"s brother"s wife (primary old man"s wife), the husband"s aunt (granduncle wife), uncle"s wife ( 伯奶[pa?2nε41]), the female Aunt ( 母婶 There is very deep social culture root in the dialect relative name system takes ,people pay close attention the division among kiss, sparsely, old and young .In modern times, although the local people still draw great attention to the family ethics idea, these name which is tedious difficult to read simplified gradually, including some has already became the history.
However, it has concealed region marriage system in the tedious name, the marriage system is a important aspect of institutional culture. First, the marriage system has followed the Chinese legitimate blood relationship relations system, people take the relatives on father's used them to call the children, the granddaughter, the niece, suggesting one kind of blood vessels followed the system, it shows tradition family to the ancestor and relative blood relationship value; Fourth, as a result of the dialect pronunciation, "the sister"s son" and "the grandson" have the same pronunciation. therefore "granddaughter" and "sister"s son", "granddaughter"
With "the niece", the syllable is same, the pronunciation make us confused, but in Ningde dialect "grandson" and "nephew" symmetrical "grandson", "granddaughter" and "granddaughter" were called "[tso21mu41s-l‫כ‬ŋ44]", the morpheme is all same, although lacks the textual research, brothers sisters" children will confuse with own grandson generation name, perhaps not pure, it will be same pronunciation , but also an expectation children full house .
The culture of custom in the Fujian East dialect

Homonymic culture
It is a rhetoric way that we get the means from the homonymic in Chinese, as well a significant feature in Han nation"s custom. It reflects the culture mentality that local people ask for lucky. 
Solar and calendar
The weather belongs to subtropics marine monsoon climate, so it makes us feel warm and wet. In order to 
It reflects the relationship among national environment , water and mountains
We will learn the geography name feature on map of the old city, it is seen commonly a lot of names embody words like Tang, Jing, Yang which is very special in Chinese geography name. We can not ignore that fact that the special way for naming is interrelated with its geographical environment. The topography is more complex, the height mountains and water circle together, some area was named with Tang, 
